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Introduction to Blogging
What is Blogging?
Why is Blogging famous?
Is there a flip-side to Blogging?
And, why do you want to become a blogger?

What is Blogging?
The term “blog” originates from “web log”. Initially, people used to journal about their daily lives on
their personal web logs which later took the shape of blogs when the entrepreneurs saw marketing
potential in building and maintaining a blog.
Blog v/s Website
There are many businesses who are fast integrating both blogs and websites into a single web
presence. However, the two main features that distinguish blogs from websites are as follows:
1. Blogs are meant to be updated frequently.
For example, I started with a frequency of posting 3-4 articles per week on
www.mystudydestination.com. As the blog became popular and starting receiving a lot of guest
posts, I reduced the frequency of posting the content to 1 blog per week.
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2. Blogs can very well be considered a part of the social media as they allow reader
engagement and direct interaction with readers, thereby, making the platform social and
interactive.

Why is Blogging Famous?
There is more than 1 reason as to what makes Blogging famous and popular these days.








You can make money out of Blogging. There are many people who are pursuing Blogging as a
full-time career these days.
Blogging is an amazing tool for Search Engine Optimization (SEO). Given that search engines
love unique and new content, Blogging is an excellent method of ranking websites high on
search engines.
It helps in building a personal brand and generating brand awareness amongst masses.
Blogging makes it possible to keep your audience up-to-date with latest happenings and
news in the field of your work, thereby, making them regular visitors to your site.
It can be used to amplify your voice.
All you need to become a blogger and pursue a career in Blogging is a laptop and internet.
Thus, Blogging is flexible and portable.
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Is there a flipside to Blogging?


Blogging requires a great deal of time and effort. There are no immediate pay-offs.



Your success in Blogging is directly proportional to the number of readers you are able to
attract to your site.

Why do you want to become a Blogger?
There are multiple reasons for which an individual might want to start Blogging and these reasons
vary from one individual to another.




A business-owner (regardless of the size of his/ her business) might want to integrate the
Blog section on a business site so as to improve the ranking of the site and be able to
communicate directly with the readers. Thus, a business will be able to generate more leads
and better revenue by leveraging the ‘MARKETING’ power of Blogging.
An individual who wants to tap the potential of working from a remote position in the online
world might want to make a career out of Blogging and use it as a medium to generate parttime or full-time income.

I started working as a freelance writer in 2011 and thereafter, discontinued for some time. I got into
Blogging full-time when I launched my personal blog www.thebloogginghacks.com in 2016.

Types of Blogging
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A. Traditional Blogging
In this form of Blogging, those are looking at becoming Bloggers start their own blogs/ sites which
can be of different types like Personal Blogs, Corporate Blogs, Professional Blogs, etc.

B. Microblogging
The future of Blogging lies in Microblogging which is a combination of blogging and instant
messaging. It allows the bloggers to create quick short messages and post them online with/ without
graphics (or other media) to be shared with their audience.
Some of the Popular Microblogging Platforms include Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, Tumblr.

A. Traditional Blogging
Steps to Becoming a Blogger
1. You may start your own blog (by creating a simple website) and start writing about one or
more areas of your interest. In case you already own a website, you may simply integrate
the Blog section to your site;
OR/ AND
2. Become a freelance blogger by writing articles for other blogs and websites.
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1. Starting Your Own Blog
a. Before You Start Your Own Blog
You must know answers to these questions:
1. The Ultimate Objective of Your Blog
a. Making Blog Your Business- For those who want to become Bloggers
b. Generating More Business Out of Blogging- For professionals and business owners who
target at maximizing the sales of products and services
2. Niche Areas of Your Writing
For example: Travel, Food, Technology, IT, Lifestyle, Fashion, etc.
3. Choosing Your Preferred Blogging Platform like Wordpress, Blogger, Tumblr, etc.
The recommended platform is WordPress.
4. Self-Hosting or a free alternative
A free option might be a viable option for those who are not serious about Blogging. It is, however,
not a recommended option as there are many cons associated with it:




You don’t own your blog
It doesn’t allow you to get your own domain name
There are various other limitations

5. Domain name of your site
This is basically the URL of your website.
For example: www.digitalkangaroos.com; where digitalkangaroos.com is the domain name of your
Blog
6. Making the choice of your hosting platform
Depending on your budget, you’ll have to make a choice between Shared and Dedicated Hosting and
choose your hosting provider. It is basically the company that puts your blog/site on the internet for
others to see it.
I started with shared hosing on Bluehost and then moved on to GoDaddy and now I am planning to
buy VPS.
b. When You Start your Blog
Almost every hosting company offers “one-click” WordPress install solution on its admin panel.
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All you need to do is sign up with your hosting provider, choose your hosting plan and a domain
name and look for the one-click WordPress install button on the admin panel.
In order to keep everything safe and intact, automated backups are something I would definitely
recommend for your blog.
Once WordPress gets installed on your website, all you need to do is go to your WP-Admin page.
The link to admin panel is usually www.yourblognamehere.com/wp-admin where
yourblognamehere is the name of your blog.
After logging on to the WordPress dashboard of your blog, you can start writing blog posts and hit
publish button.
Designing Your Blog
In order to give desired look-and-feel to your blog, you may customize or change your theme. There
are free as well as paid options available.
Simply go to Appearance > Themes and install a WordPress theme of your choice.
You don’t have to worry about losing data as by switching from one theme to another as there is no
loss of content or images.

c. After You Start Your Blog







You need to learn and master the techniques of Search Engine Optimization (SEO): on-page
and off-page, so as to maximize the organic reach of the content you write and increase the
ranking of your website.
Focus on designing and publishing high-quality images that add value to the content you
publish.
Make you site mobile optimized and focus on optimizing the speed of your website.
Add security to your site/ blog so as to prevent it from phishing or brute force attacks.
Market your blog in as many ways as possible.
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Top 10 Key Elements of a Blog:

1. Audience Researched Themes: It is crucial to have a very clear idea of the objective of
writing the blog, the audience for which it is being written, elements which provide value
and overall messaging to be communicated (key takeaways). Research on the kind of articles
your audience likes in terms of length, type, topics, imagery and develop themes in line.
2. Decide Storytelling Elements: Even if you are writing formal or hobby blogs, it is crucial to
build in the five key elements of storytelling (character, plot, setting, conflict, theme) to have
a clear protagonist in mind, an understanding of their pain points, conflict build-up, conflict
resolution and message delivery in a highly engaging manner. Stories help ignite emotions
and make readers feel highly connected to your thoughts and cause.
3. Headline is a Make or Break: According to few experts 80% of the people only read the
headline and are never able to finish the full blog. It is crucial to have a highly engaging, well
thought through headline which conveys the key messages in a succinct/actionable
manner.
4. Lead Paragraph (The Initial Hook): The start paragraph is the most important piece of a blog
which should not only intrigue the audience to read the full blog but also have a unique
twist/novelty to set the tone of the overall story you are going to spin.
5. Engaging Content Style/Text (Develop a Unique Verbiage): Develop unique writing style
elements to carve a distinct identity,ensure overall quality and build trust in the audience as
to the kind of writing style they should expect. Using colloquial language could also help the
blog to be highly engaging. For example the writing style of Neil Patel's blog is quite unique
and instantly recognizable to its readers.
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6. Short Words & Varying Sentence Structure: Usage of shorter words and varying sentence
lengths go along way in creating absorbing content. Intermix short, medium and long
worded sentences to develop a brilliant reading effect. Also, carefully chose buzzwords,
jargons or cliches as they can make the blog engaging or at the same time break the rhythm
of the blog. Including quotations is a good paragraph breaker and provides novelty in
reading.
7. Targeted Blog Voice/Tone: There should be clarity on blog voice similar to how a person will
talk to you. Is it informative, persuasive or learning-oriented? Is it in first, second or third
person? What take on the world/people does the blog have- inclusive, accusatory, helpful
etc? Is the voice singular/plural? Is the gender Him or Her? Try to write blogs which
represents the thoughts of your reader community and where you would like to take them.
8. Relevant Examples/Imagery/Keywords: Inclusion of strong examples to emphasize each key
thought is highly useful in developing engaging content. Similarly the kind of
images/videos/memes/visual elements will add a lot to the final imagery of the blog. It is
also crucial to have an idea on the most impactful keywords to include in the blog not just
for SEO but to also clarify and emphasize the most important keywords for readers
9. Subtle Brand Elements immersion: It is important to clearly know the brand objectives,
personality, values, and elements to try and incorporate them in a subtle manner in overall
content so that brand messages are showcased in an integrated manner and the
firm/individual is able to reap the dividends of its content creation exercise.
10. Researched Call to Action/Hyperlinks: At the end of the blog there should be some clear call
to actions for you to achieve your objectives of blog-writing. Be very clear of the objective of
Hyperlinks and where you would like to take the audience next.
A Few Things that Work in Blogging
Consistency in Publishing the Posts: You need to maintain the frequency of posting content on your
site. The thumb rule says that more you post, the better it is. But let’s say you commit to posting one
blog post per week. A thing to know is that you need to maintain this frequency.
Writing Longer Posts: In earlier times, a 600-700 word long post would suffice but these days you
need to write a minimum of 1500-word long post for readers and search engine to like your content.
This, however, doesn’t mean that you go about writing anything in your posts. Remember, whatever
you write must be unique, relevant and engaging.
The Choice of Topics: Try answering the questions listed below before you sit down to draft your
next post:





Why will reader want to read this post of yours?
Does it provide some value to him/ her?
Will your post help the reader find answer/s to one of his/ her problems or queries?
Is the topic trending or being searched lot online?
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Monetizing Your Blog
In case you are looking at making money out of your blog, there are numerous methods which you
may use to make this happen. Some of the popular methods include:
1. Pay Per Click Advertising
This method refers to placing ads on your site by signing up to a provider and getting paid for every
click a visitor makes on these ads. The provider gives you a code to be placed on your site and
thereafter, send contextual ads to your site (either image or text based) relevant to the content of
your website.
For example: Google AdSense
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2. By Selling Advertising Space
Another method of monetizing your blog is to sellsome space on your website for advertisers to
display their advertisement banner. This is a very lucrative method of making money for those who
manage to get a lot of traffic on their site.
3. Affiliate Marketing
If done right, bloggers can make a lot of money via this method.
For example, if you have a travel blog you could research affiliate programs that contain products
and services related to travel niche.
Now, if someone is looking at promoting one of their tour packages to Europe, you may simply write
a blog post on that destination and promote the affiliate product/ service somewhere in the post.
In affiliate marketing, you get a commission with every sale resulting from your recommendation.
You may refer viewers from your site via recommendations, banner ads, text link ads, etc., which
redirects them to the products/ services page which you intend to promote.
4. Product/ Service Reviews
This method works amazingly well for bloggers who get huge traffic to their blogs or have huge
social media following. By writing a review/ blog post on a product/ service and thus, influencing the
choices that are made by potential customers, you can charge money per blog post for the content
that gets written and published on your site.
5. Create/ Sell Products
You can create a product related to the field of your writing and sell it online to your audience. For
example: if you are a travel blogger, you can create a course on ‘How to become a digital nomad and
earn your living out of it?’ and make a lot of money online by selling to anyone and everyone present
online.

There are several others methods like hosting a workshop, webinar or becoming a course instructor
that can help you make additional money.
2. Become a Freelance Writer
In today’s gig economy, the millennials are highly motivated to opt for freelance work options as
they seek more flexibility and better work-life balance.
In case you are passionate about writing your thoughts, researching content and creating engaging
writing pieces; you will find abundant part-time work options with the following titles:




Content Writer
Blogger
Freelance Writer
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Assignment Writer

Depending on your experience and writing skills, you may negotiate the rate with your employer.
There is no bar on how much you may earn as a freelance writer.
While you may directly approach the individuals/ companies for whom you would like to write via email, you may also look for job postings on several online job boards including problogger.net,
beafreelanceblogger.com and freelancewritinggigs.com

B. Microblogging
Microblogging allows users to exchange small bits of content with the audience. The content may
vary from a few sentences to images and video links.
Microblogging offers a lot of scope to bloggers, influencers, businesses and professionals.
A micro post generally consisting of less than 400 words andis supposed to have a lot of meaning
behind every single word that gets written and shared with the audience.
When writing a micropost, the focus remains the same as in traditional blogging that is keywords
and optimization. The primary objective of writing a micro post is to let your audience know what is
going on with you at the moment or what are the latest happenings and updates.
Key Trends









Encourage your audience to like, follow and share your content
Follow users who post/ blog content related to your niche area/s
Reaching out to potential fans and followers by engaging them into a conversation
whenever and wherever possible
Make the right use of hashtags (#)before the keywords
Consistency is the key
The username of your micro blog must be meaningful
Analyze your posts to keep track of what content engages your audience the most
Microblogging on a specific topic or area of interest
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Why is Microblogging gaining momentum?






Less time involved in content development and content consumption
The content can be curated and posted frequently
Makes it easier to share urgent and time-sensitive information
Allow fast and direct communication with the audience
Because of the informal nature of micro-blogging, it is relatively easier to catch the attention
of your audience with one-liners.

Summary
Mircoblogging is trending and gaining a lot of attention. Your profession or your business may still
require you to post in-depth, well-researched blog pieces that help your website gain more visitors.
The visitors to your blog/ siteare indeed your potential clients or customers.
The best thing, therefore, might be the combination of traditional Blogging andMicrobloggingso as
to drive maximum user engagement and build audience for your brand.
Consider this:
“Link or announce new articles or changes to your site from a microblogto be able to attract more
readers.”
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